Radiation Oncology Committee Meeting Agenda
Chair: Jeff Bogart

Lung Cancer

- **AFT-16**: Induction PDL-1 inhibition Stage III NSCLC  
  *Urbanic*
- **A-31101 R-1306**: Personalized therapy for stage III NSCLC  
  *Schild*
- **AFT-07**: Veliparib + ChemoRT Stage III NSCLC  
  *Salama*
- **C 30610**: Limited Stage Small Cell Intergroup Trial  
  *Bogart*
- **NRG CC003**: PCI with or without Hippocampal Avoidance for SCLC  
  *Grecula*

Breast Cancer

- **Alliance A221505**: Phase III Randomized Trial of Hypofractionated Post Mastectomy Radiation with Breast Reconstruction  
  *Poppe*
- **A011202**: The role of axillary lymph node dissection (cT1-3 N1) for positive sentinel lymph node disease after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
- **NRG Oligometastatic Trials**  
  *Salama*

CNS

- **Alliance A071601**, “Phase II Trial of BRAF/MEK Inhibitors in Papillary Craniopharyngiomas.”
- **A221208**: Ph IIIR Radionecrosis  
  Steroids vs Bevacizumab
- **A071102**: Ph II/III GBM  
  Adjuvant TMZ + ABT-888
- **N0577**: Ph III AG CODELETED  
  RT + PCV vs RT+TMZ
- **A071102**: Phase II/III GBM  
  Adjuvant TMZ ± Veliparib
Prostate Cancer

- Phase III Trial of Androgen Deprivation Therapy and Docetaxel Alone or With Concurrent or Sequential Administration of Radium-223 in Castration Sensitive Metastatic Prostate Cancer  
  - RTOG proposal: Node positive prostate cancer

GI Cancer

- A021501, “Preoperative Extended Chemotherapy vs. Chemotherapy Plus Hypofractionated RT for Borderline Resectable Adenocarcinoma of the Head of the Pancreas”
- A021303: Early PET directed preop therapy for Gastric Cancer
- N 1048  Selective use of radiation for locally advanced rectal ca

IROC Update